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 Motivation

A close fitting conducting shell enables higher elongation (3-5)
than in presentt experiments (now ~ 2-2.6 maximum).

Physics benefits:

Much higher betas are possible (2-4 times), giving much
smaller, higher power density reactors

Stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes is possible by
appropriate shaping which is facilitated by high elongation

New advanced confinement regimes arise, which eliminate
problems of present regimes in advanced tokamaks and STs

Programmatic benefits:

Much smaller & less expensive ignition devices are possible
(for aspect ratio 4, FIRE like coils, major radius ~ .8 m)
even with conventional H mode scaling laws

Much lower cost development path to a reactor

Engineering benefits:

Can roughly double the wall loading & reduce magnet costs
while keeping plant size in the range of interest to utilities



Fast Flowing Walls

The benefits above do not rely on the shell being a moving, or
being liquid, but only being close fitting.

A sufficiently fast flowing liquid metal wall would also have
benefits to stabilizing plasma instabilities which otherwise severely
limit plasma beta (power density) , called resistive wall kink
instabilities

Work on model geometries by Zakharov and Kotschenreuther also
indicate that poloidal flows in the upper range considered by

APEX might stabilize these modes.



Is high elongation possible in
experiments?

The axi-symmetric “vertical” instability becomes stronger with
higher elongation

This instability must be stabilized using a conducting shell.  Finite
resistivity in the shell leads to the need for active feedback on the
time scale of the L/R time of the shell.

This instability has prevented experimental attempts to achieve
κ > 2.5 –2.6 in DIII-D and TCV

But: with:
1) a nearly conformal shell, which is fairly close fitting

( d/a ~ .1-.2)
2) an appropriate plasma shape
3) an appropriate feedback coil set

 elongation up to 4-5 appears practical !



Is a close fitting shell possible in
reactors?

The stabilizing shell in a breeding, D – T reactor must be
compatible with

1) adequate breeding ratio
2) thermal stress from high neutron heating/surface heating
3) a high lifetime neutron fluence
4) high temperature
5) reliability

These challenging requirements lead to a stabilizing shell design in
ARIES studies which is far from conformal, and restricts κ to 2 –
2.2

Analysis by APEX (Mahmoud Youssef) indicates that breeding
problems from a solid shell may be manageable, but the other
problems are still serious.

If a circulating liquid Lithium containing metal is used as the
conductor for the stabilizing shell, many of the engineering
concerns which preclude a close fitting shell are removed:
breeding, thermal stress, neutron fluence

An analysis of liquid metal MHD effects in such a shell (Hal
Rappaport, M. Kotschenreuther, R. Fitzpatrick) has lead us to
conclude that such a shell can indeed provide passive plasma
stabilization, for either free surface liquid or liquid in channels.



Vertical stability code to determine the
shell requirements

We have written a novel simulation code WALLCODE for MHD
stability on the resistive wall timescale

Arbitrary plasma perturbations/ deformations are described
(axisymmetric version)

Finite resistance wall effects are included

Convergence is checked routinely

Stability and feedback dynamics are determined for numerical
equilibria from the widely used MHD equilibrium code TOQ
(courtesy of General Atomic MHD group)

It includes active feedback from external voltage sources in loops,
and antenna loops as well.

Benchmarked with some analytical results

Some degree of benchmarking with ARIES results, as well as
published DIII-D results



Elongation limits:  conformal shells vs.
non-conformal shells

Previous analysis of ideal axi-symmertic MHD stability by
Hoffman, Turnbull, et. al:

at high elongation (κ ~  3) the sidewalls are more important for
stability than the top and bottom walls

The lower elongation limits found by DIII-D, TCV and ARIES
arise because in all cases the stabilizing shell is not closely fitting
around the sidewalls.

We use the code above to verify the experimental limit for the
shells used, and contrast this with the results which would have
been obtained with a conformal shell.

1) TCV: the stabilizing shell is a rectangular box (for shape
flexibility): κ limited experimentally to ~2.6-2.7

2) DIII-D: higher elongation than the vacuum vessel involves
reducing the minor radius of the plasma and pulling it
away from the sidewalls.  κ limited experimentally to κ ~
2.5

3) ARIES has a large holes in the shell, which only covers
about 35% of the conformal surface.



n=0 Resistive Wall Growth Rate vs. Elongation for 

poloidal  β = 0
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Plasmas become very hard to control by feedback when the growth
rate of the instability is ~ 10 –20 times larger than the resistive
wall time.

WALLCODE predicts that for a TCV like vacuum vessel
(rectangular conducting shell), this limit is reached for k ~ 2.5- 2.9.
This is in good agreement with the limit in the experiment (~ 2.7,
the highest in a tokamak to date.)

THIS IS NOT A FUNDAMENTAL LIMIT, BUT A
LIMITATION IMPOSED BY THE SHAPE OF THEIR SHELL:
With a close fitting conformal shell, the elongation limit would be
above 4.



Growth rate of n=0 resitive wall mode
for DIII-D plasmas           
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Using published data from DIII-D, WALLCODE predicts that for
a DIII-D vessel shape this limit is reached for k ~ 2.5. The highest
κ in achieved in DIII-D  is 2.5.

With a conformal shell (and a plasma with the same li and poloidal
β) the limit would be much higher.
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Using plasma parameters similar to C. Kessel for ARIES RS
(li = .8, poloidal β = .5, as occurs in startup, the most pessimistic
case):

For a nearly conformal shell with holes only for the divertor, the
growth rate for κ = 4 is lower than for the ARIES RS shell for κ =
2 if the d/a is reduced to 0.1.

Relative growth rate of n=0 resitive wall mode
for different % coverages (with a divertor hole)         
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The size of the hole in the shell for a divertor is important.

We need free surface MHD equilibria to determine the exact
position of the separatrix to determine how large this hile must be.

The equilibrium code VMEC together with codes from Oak Ridge
will be used for this, with assistance from the Fusion Research
Center at the University of Texas. (Now engaged in stellarator coil
design)

Growth rate of κ = 5 vertical mode vs size of divertor hole in
the shell           
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Can you get there from here?

It is not obvious that one can “grow” a plasma from a circle (which
is the shape at start – up) to such high elongations, since:

In the intermediate stages the shell is obviously not conformal  

A path has been found for this, however.  If we grow the plasma to
an elipse by keeping the outer boundary fairly close to the wall (d/a
~ .1) then the growth rates of the resistive mode in the intermediate
stages are not too bad.

For k = 4 the intermediate growth rates are only ~25% higher than
the final growth rate, keeping the current profile and beta fixed
during the evolution.



For κ = 5, a path can be found where the growth rates increase by
only about the same margin if the current profile is changed during
the end.

Growth rate of the sxisymmetric mode during the growth 
from a circle to an indented k = 5 shape

 (d/a = .1 with 10% divertor hole)
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I conclude that:

The practical elongation limit for a plasma with a nearly
conformal shell is k ~ 5

Because of the need for a divertor hole, and the need to grow the
plasma starting from a circular plasma



Feedback Stabilization

WALLCODE also simulates the plasma dynamics including
feedback.

We have examined the stabilizability of cases with active coils
placed ~ 1.3 meter away from the plasma, i.e., in a position
roughly behind the shield.

Sensor loops (high impedance, not carrying power) are required
close behind the first wall.

For κ = 3, feedback stabilization is possible for a single sensor and
active loop (as in ARIES).

For κ = 4 –5, several independent active coils and sensors loops
are required.

For κ = 5, robust stabilization is achieved for ~10 – 20 active and
passive coils.  (It may be possible to reduce the number of sensor
loops close to the plasma.)



Feedback Power Requirements

The thickness of the conducting sell is determined by the
requirement that the feedback power stay within manageable limits

The power required for stabilization also decreases substantially as
the number of feedback loops is increased.

Feedback power requirements have been examined using
WALLCODE, using a similar methodology as used for ARIES
studies by C. Kessel

When run for ARIES RS, WALLCODE gives similar power
requirements as in the published ARIES studies.

(random noise source in the sensor loops to produce rms plasma
shifts of 1 cm)

For a conducting shell corresponding to 2 cm of Li, total feedback
powers are in the same range as ARIES RS or several times less, if
10 –20 feedback loops are used (1 GWe reactor parameters)

( check the code for large numbers of feedback and sensor loops)

Long pulse operation would require magnetic sensors (e.g. based
on flowing liquid metals) for the feedback system.  (This is
probably also true for feedback stabilization of kink modes)



High elongation kink mode beta limits

Let us assume that feedback stabilization is used to eliminate
resistive wall modes.

A feedback system becomes more complex and questionable as the
number of toroidal mode numbers n to be stabilized increases

Why? Because the higher the n number, the closer the coils need to
be to the plasma, and engineering practicalities arise

We considered two cases:

a) wall & feedback stabilization for n = 1 and 2 only
b) wall & feedback stabilization for n = 1 – 4

(i.e,   for case  (a) the n = 3 mode must be stable without a wall
for case  (a) the n = 5 mode must be stable without a wall)

Previous experience in the community is that to increase β by
increasing κ, triangularity must also be increased.

We find this as well.  Also, for κ  > 3 –4  , indentation must also be
added.



Beta limits for high elongation

We find:

( ∆ = indentation / minor radius)

 κ δ ∆ β∗  (case a) β∗  (case b)

2 .7 0. 4.3% 6.6%

3 .78 0. 11.5% 15%

4 .9 .1 14% 22%

5 1.28 .5 22% 28%

(Note: for κ = 5, code resolution is at the limit of PEST and
requires further checking)

NOTE:

After much work and convergence checking with PEST, a possible
apparent bug has been found in JSOLVER.  These runs are being
redone with the equilibrium code TOQ from GA.  I do not expect
the results to change greatly, but this will take ~ 2 –3 weeks.



What does this mean for a reactor?

For ARIES RS like engineering (1000 MW electric, shielding
distance 1.3m, B = 15 T at the coil, 20 % He ash, etc.):

CASE (a)
κ wall load  Rmajor Relative amount

(Mw/m
2
) of superconductor

2 4.1 5.9 1.
3 7.29 3.8  .47
4 6.4 3.6  .42
5 5.1 3.6  .3

CASE (b)

κ wall load  Rmajor Relative amount

(Mw/m
2
) of superconductor

2 5.9 5.0 1.
3 8.5 3.5  .52
4 8.2 3.2  .41
5 5.6 3.4  .41
Wall loading at the level desired by APEX becomes possible, for
elongation κ ~3-4 which is below the practical limit with a
comformal shell.



Inductive ignition experiments: MHD
current limits

This question is relevant to inductive  ignition experiments, such
as FIRE

As in analysis by previous authors, we find that elongation does
not substantially increase the current beyond κ = 2 – 2.5 without
indentation

We find:

with indentation, much higher currents are possible:

κ ∆ I/aB

1.8* (FIRE) 0 1.5

4 .5 4.

5 .5 5.

* also has triangularity δ = .4

What does this mean for an ignition experiment?



Ignition experiment sizes

Results from TDV indicate that operation within 20% of the I/aB
limit is possible for κ = 2.6

FIRE also operates within about 20% of the limit.

Use this current limit & standard empirical scaling laws (ITER H
mode 98).

We consider a copper ignition device with the same TF coil
assumptions as FIRE, with Q = 10.

For κ =4 and 5, Rmaj = 0.8 – 0.7 m, Ip ~ 5.8 MA

For TF = 14T at the coil , R increases  to .9 -.8 m

The toroidal ρ* is comparable to the present C mod: the major
extrapolation is in κ, not in ρ*.

 The fusion power for ignition is also reduced by 2-3: ~ 8 MW of
alpha power plus ~ 3 MW of OH

Divertor loading is 2-3 time C mod (?),   n/nGreenwald < 0.1

Ohmic heating alone might well be sufficient



Neoclassical tearing modes

Background:

Neoclassical tearing modes are potentially a show stopping issue
for tokamak reactors or ignition experiments

RF stabilization schemes appear to work in principle, but add
substantial complexity and recirculating power for a reactor

Even worse: the lower threshold at lower ρ*  could cause islands
to form at multiple rational surfaces at once.  Proposed RF
stabilization schemes probably become impractical (due to power
requirements and complexity)

We find: with high elongation and triangularity with some
indentation the stabilizing MHD terms overcome the
destabilizing bootstrap terms for κ ~ 4 - 5

Thus, one reason for the need for RF current drive can be
eliminated.



Near term tests of the highly
elongated tokamak:

A highly elongated tokamak plasma could be produced in NSTX,
DIII-D, the old PBX vacuum vessel, or even C-mod:

IF a conformal conducting shell were placed inside of the
existing vacuum vessel.

NSTX is considering a highly elongated upgrade going to
elongation 3 with aspect ratio ~ 1.6.  This might be the most likely
possibility.

Higher elongation on an NSTX upgrade could be obtained by
going to slightly higher aspect ratio.

Analysis of the possibilities for doing this, as well as the
advantages to future devices, is starting.

These include:

Advantages of aspect ratio 2 reactors with elongation 4-5 vs aspect
ratio 1.6 and elongation 3

Initial estimates indicate that there could be substantial advantages
to:

1) ignition experiment size

2) recirculating power fraction and wall loading for Cu magnet
versions



3) The potential for attractive superconduting low aspect ratio
tokamaks

Verification of these advantages would require some neutronics
calculations, and some costing estimates (I have started on the
latter.)



Stabilization of resistive wall kink
modes

There are three methods of stabilizing the resistive wall kink mode:

It is crucial to a tokamak reactor that resistive wall kink modes be
stabilized.  Otherwise very large RF current drive and recirculating
power is required, or pulse Ohmic operation, neither of which has
been found attractive.

1) Plasma Rotation
2) Feedback stabilization
3) Fast flowing liquid walls

We review the characteristics, issues and recommended future
research directions for these.



Plasma rotation

a) experimentally, it does not result in the stability predicted by
theory

b) Nonetheless, using theoretical results in the literature (since
the ARIES RS study) supplying the required velocity with
neutral beams charitably requires

=> ~ 150 MW of beam energy
=> ~ 200 MW electricity or 20% recirculating power

c) According to theory, velocity (and power) would be higher
for a metal wall closer to the plasma (as in CLIFF).

d) According to theory, for plasma velocities attained by the
power above, the range of distances over which the wall is
stabilizing is narrow.

e) According to theory, is quite possible that there is no wall
distance to stabilize multiple toroidal mode numbers
simultaneously, as is required for tokamak reactors, or that
there is no stable start-up plasma evolution sequence.

 Since recent theoretical results do not look attractive for a reactor,
and the experimental results are more pessimistic than the theory, I
believe this is not a viable candidate for APEX reactor designs.



Feedback

This method is currently the dominant focus of the tokamak
physics community for stabilization of resistive wall kink modes.

It is most effective when the conducting shell and the active coils
are placed closer to the plasma.

If the active feedback coils are far away, the plasma beta
deteriorates, (or much more current drive is needed), since only
low n modes can be stabilized.

Feedback signals must not be shielded from the passive shell by
metal between the active coils and the shell.

Future research:
1) Can feedback signals propagate through a thick liquid metal

blanket?
2) Blanket designs based on Li20, Flibe, or other salts, with a

conducting shell close to the plasma may be required and
should be pursued

3) consideration of ways to but active conductors closer to the
plasma

4) For long pulse operation, need magnetic sensors other than
simple loops. Flowing liquid metals may be able to do this.



Fast flowing liquid metals

Velocity flow requirements have only been determined in very
idealized models. (Zakharov, Kotschenreuther)

These flows seem to be in the upper range of engineering
feasibility.

Flows to stabilize realistic plasmas could easily differ by a factor
of two up or down.

Engineering feasibility of such fast flows is uncertain, due to e.g.:

Damping due to normal B fields
Erosion
Flow generation, termination and recirculation
Flow stability in complex geometries

Many of these issues strongly overlap with TASK II



Plasma Interaction issues for Fast
Flowing Walls

Proposed near term research:

Existing codes (i.e. Sergey’s) be used to determine the limits on
the size of Bnormal for reactor parameters.

Estimates of the magnitude of Bnormal which is likely to be present
with likely attainable accuracy on plasma boundary shape.

Future steps:

Develop computational plasma models and codes capable of more
realistically calculating the required flow velocity requirements for
stabilization.

These same models would also help in evaluating the requirements
for active coil placement for active and passive feedback.



Design concepts for using a liquid metal
close conducting shell in channels

The liquid metal could be in pipes as shown in figure A below. A
system of these pipes “covers” the first wall, one pipe underneath
the other.  The pipes are electrically connected together at the back
of the blanket or shield.  Each pipe does not have to be insulated
from the others.

To maintain electrical continuity, the liquid metal in each pipe
would have to be continuous.

A variation of this idea could also enable each pipe to be used as
an active feedback coil.  This is shown in figure B.  Each pipe is
now electrically insulated form the others.  The pipes do not
provide a toroidally continuous path, but this is NOT required to
stabilize MHD modes.  A configuration such as this will be
stabilizing as long as the area in the loop formed by each pipe is
sufficient.

Each loop is connected to a very low impedance power supply to
drive current which appears along the first wall.  (The magnetic
perturbation from the radial segments of each pipe nearly cancels
that of the pipe next to it.)

Some loops could also be used as sensors for feedback, including
steady state operation.

Available electrical components are not of low enough impedance.
This function could be served, however, using a liquid metal
impedance converter and a normal impedance low voltage power
supply.



This system could provide feedback for toroidal mode numbers up
to (roughly) the number of toroidal segments divided by four.  For
ARIES, this is 16/4=4.  This would correspond to case (b) of the
MHD runs above.

Many engineering issues with these approaches are more
traditional:

Compatibility of materials (metal and pipe)

Breeding/neutronics (Allowable liquid metals: Li, SnLi, PbLi, etc.)
Thermal/hyraulic (require pipe flows, thicknesses, insulating
coatings)

Mechanical (thermal stress, eddy currents during disruption).

More novel engineering/physics issues arise in three areas:

1) Plasma interaction with 3D liquid metal structures.

This includes liquid metal MHD effects on the eddy current
patterns.

If liquid effects per se are not important, I believe that
appropriately shaped conductors can be adequately analysed within
the framework of traditional axisymmetric codes for plasma/wall
interaction.

2) Reliability of the electical circuit (preventing loss of conductor
continuity)



Since a liquid metal does not crack, this is equivalent to preventing
large voids in the liquid.  Temporary voids in a small number of
pipes can almost certainly be tolerated.

3) Pipe leakage, insulation:

I believe a design can be found which is highly leak tolerant, with
minimal insulation requirements. I.e, where flibe is a good enough
“insulator” which baths the outside of the pipes.



Conclusions

Results indicate that highly elongated tokamaks are possible with
an appropriately shaped conducting shell

Such plasmas have ideal MHD stability limits for beta which are
several times higher than conventional equilibria for similar
assumptions

With other assumptions similar to ARIES like cases, this allows
wall loading in the range desired by APEX for plant sizes (1 GW)
in the range desired by utilities.

Very small ignition devices also appear possible.

Liquid metal can be used for the conducting shell, possibly
eliminating engineering concerns which have discouraged reactor
designers from this in the past.

In the next phase of research, the issues of resistive wall mode
stabilization through either feedback or fast flowing metal are
proposed. Novel issues of blanket design and plasma physics arise
in either case.  A complete listing of these issues includes:

High elongation issues:

1) Compatibility of conducting shell and the divertor hole

2) Poloidal field coil placement for highly elongated plasmas with
strong triangularity



Potential for high elongation experiments in NSTX or other
existing tokamaks.

Feedback related issues (applies with or without high elongation):

1) Can feedback signals propagate through a thick liquid metal
blanket?

2) Blanket designs based on Li20, Flibe, or other salts, with a
conducting shell close to the plasma may be required and
should be pursued

3) consideration of ways to but active conductors closer to the
plasma

4) For long pulse operation, need magnetic sensors other than
simple loops. Flowing liquid metals may be able to do this.

Flowing wall issues (apply with or without high elongation):

1) Existing codes (i.e. Sergey’s) be used to determine the limits on
the size of Bnormal for reactor parameters, using estimates of

attainable Bnormal with a plasma present.

2) Develop computational plasma models and codes capable of
more realistically calculating the required flow velocity
requirements for stabilization.

Liquid metals in channels close to the first wall (could also apply
with or without high elongation):

Develop designs which are acceptable from the veiwpoint of:

1) Compatibility of materials, Breeding/neutronics,
Mechanical/thermohydralics



2) Analysis of plasma interaction with 3D liquid metal structures.

3) Reliability of the electical circuit, channel leakage, insulation








